Just as the web browser brought us click-stream data and the mobile phone brought us geolocation data, real-time stream feeds with powerful sensors will bring sensor-centric computation models a new torrent of geo-intelligence to collect, analyze, and find actionable events of interest. Suppose you are a park manager and would like to know and monitor the occurrence of random fire activities. Fires can be due to campers on bus tours who start accidental camp fires or caused by natural weather events. Movements of people, buses, and cars can be learned from smartphone GPS logs. Given a new GPS reading of a trajectory, its source can be automatically labeled and help find anomalies in a large trajectory collection. These emerging mobile data-driven applications communicate using a cross-layer protocol stack: (i) the low-level overlap sensing task, which finds actionable events among many overlapping intervals of the parameter being measured, and (ii) the higher level stream event learning task which is typically of descriptive nature and models the event predictions. Due to the sensors being noisy, bad values may trigger anomalous events to be detected by the higher level stream learning algorithms. To successfully avoid false alarms, a task-based data mining approach is proposed, wherein the higher-level task coordinates the mining of the lower-level sensor data.
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A general nonparametric technique is proposed for the analysis of multi-resolution and multivariate feature spaces to isolate faulty sensors. The basic overlap function (Prasad, Iyengar, Kashyap, and Madan, 1991) of the technique is an existing one-dimensional fault-detection Brooks-Iyengar algorithm (Brooks and Iyengar, 1996) . We prove that the dual of the existing overlap function can isolate the measurement intervals in the multi-dimensional feature space for both labelled and unlabeled publicly available datasets. It is shown that the computable complexity of learning the feature space increases linearly with the size of the input. The onedimensional algorithm uses a sequential scan of the inputs to label them, whereas our initial approach used fuzzy number intervals (Garimella and Iyer, 2007) to accommodate multidimensional data. Extensive experimental results show excellent performance in datasets from domains using various sensor types and GPS logs.
Sensors are prone to errors; a faulty node can transmit very high measurements and very low measurements may be ignored. Higher measurements can occur due to a percentage of correlated faulty sensors contributing to the average value read, and this can cause false alarms in the presence of uncorrelated external floor noise. A collection of correlated sensors measuring several different parameters simultaneously constitutes a time-series data stream. To improve the quality of data in wireless streams used by sensor application, the low-level sensing task should be task driven. The task is to differentiate the faulty sensors from non-faulty ones (Brooks and Iyengar, 1996) , and our approach (Iyer, Iyengar, Pissinou, and Ren, 2013) is to use a majority voting fault detection and isolation algorithm. In the case of multi-dimensional sensor streams with less than ten attributes, there are still more issues to solve, such as missing values
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We develop a general Random Forest based ensemble framework for implementation of the above data-cleaning function. The preprocessing enhances the quality of data in newer data-driven mobile wireless applications, where the streams are generated by historical weather logs, real-time video streams, and spatiotemporal GPS trajectory logs. The statistical methods to determine actionable items present in the sensor stream presented in my thesis work (Iyer, 2013) pertaining to in-memory DataCleaning trees are as follows:
Quality of Data (QoD)
How to extract multi-resolution sensor measurements intervals such as fuzzy numbers, similarity scores or attribute based side-information which are used to judge task reliability. A researcher may map the reliability of a sensor from its measurement by giving a range [0, 1] , where the range indicates non-faulty/tamely faulty/faulty, in the hope that the decision algorithm can learn to isolate faults efficiently. Here non-faulty indicates complete agreement among sensors, tamely faulty is a ratio of agreement/disagreement typically determined by Byzantine (Brooks and Iyengar, 1996) agreement schemes, and faculty sensors do not overlap at all with good sensor intervals. It is a well known problem that when using non-parametric measures one needs to know a priori the number of clusters. In many of the application domains, such information is hard to calculate, and some have resorted to densitybased estimations instead. We define a predictive overlap function (Vens and Costa, 2011; Iyer, 2013) in feature space that does not need to know a priori the number of clusters or need to calculate pairwise distance of the inputs. In a random forest (Breiman, 2001) , an ensemble distance measure is introduced called proximity count, which allows us to compare training instances with each other. The benefit of using the Random Forest proximity count is that it uses explicit rule learning and does not need to have all the pairwise distances calculated during the ensemble pre-processing steps. The other advantage is that higher order ensemble model can be applied to labelled or label-less streams commonly called instance based learning.
Missing Values: Matrix Factorization
When modeling wireless data-driven applications, we use a cross-layer stack approach to data cleaning. Cross-layer protocols (Iyer, Murthy, Srinivas, and Hochet, 2008; Iyer, Iyengar, Balakrishnan, Phoha, and Murthy, 2009; Iyer et al., 2013] are designed for energy efficiency by optimizing inter-layer network resources, unlike the standard OSI model which is designed to be independent of the layers. To improve data reliability, the low-level task should be independent and driven by higher-level application logic. However, this requires that the low-level task reliably aggregates data in an iterative manner so that the feature selected always optimizes the needs of the higher applications. My thesis (Iyer, 2013 ) explores two datasets: (i) Forest fires (Lichman, 2013 ) prediction using low-cost wireless sensor networks, and (ii) trajectory management of GPS logs (Zheng and Fu, 2011) which are periodically collected by city cabs. The GPS log data is assumed to be static, the trajectory spans spatially and temporally with a high probability of route overlaps, where wireless hotspots are very close to each other in densely populated city centers. In practice, it has been found that a large fraction (30% (Bodick, Hong, Guestrin, Madden, Paskin, and Thibaux, 2004)) of the sensor data has missing values. The effects of noise on spatial precision and accuracy of the trajectories varies widely from static digital maps which are used for route optimization. The following results are from my thesis (Iyer, 2013) , which shows that by matrix factorization and using gradient decent, the original missing values can be relearned in an unsupervised setting. The experiments show that after pre-processing and data-cleaning static datasets, classification accuracy increases by 27%. The mobile applications such as forest fire detection and mobile users' trajectory prediction, which are said to be outlier prone, can benefit from data-cleaning steps .
Higher Predictive Performance by Using Ensemble Methods: Bagging/Multi-Target Random Forest
The following are the results from an empirical dataset study that appears in my paper (Iyer et al., 2013) . Several random forest enhancements, namely multi-label batch learning and multitarget (Iyer, 2013) tree regression for label-less streams, are compared for model fitness in the presence of noisy labels. We propose a preprocess without considering labels for both the cases using unsupervised instance based learning. The feature induction process models trajectories as random forest ensembles and runs every instance of the trajectory data across all the trees following unique paths to the nodes to induce the approximate overlap of the GPS coordinates. The order of feature splitting and the number of trees in the ensemble are iterated until the ensemble model error is determined to be minimal. Our proposed approach uses multitarget instead of the known class labels as used in the standard random forest classifier. Following are the pre-processing results from my thesis (Iyer, 2013) showing improved performance due to the following algorithms: use of bagging increases accuracy by 10%, and applying multitarget random forest increases performance by 50%, compared to base ensemble learners alone. The benefits of ensembles are numerous: they help build robust models in the presence of low-level noise and help to isolate faulty sensors which enables the higher level task to rely on high quality and reliable sensors alone.
Finally the future work arising from this thesis are addressed here. The work will address the following two areas: (i) real-time data stream processing and (ii) kernel computation model. After the successful experiments from batch preprocessing such as bagging, boosting, and multitarget regression trees, the new model will support learning through Hoeffding trees without the need to store the samples. These in-memory optimizations will help build faster approximate models with desired accuracy for actionable events to be predicted from data in motion. The matrix factorization methods will be modelled using Rademacher vectors using Hoeffding bounds for real-time cloud services. Parallel tree growing and big-table feature learning will be integrated with available cloud R programming support for kernels such as RBF, ANOVA, and linear SVMs.
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